Enter the New Era of Instant Autoradiography

Packard's new InstantImager™ directly images and quantitates radioactivity from gels, blots, membranes, TLC plates and tissue slices. There are no X-ray films or phosphor screens to expose and process. Just load your sample, point and click with the mouse, and you will get instant results.

In just seconds, you'll know if your experiment has succeeded; in minutes, you'll get quantitative data. The InstantImager is 100 times faster than X-ray film and ten times faster than phosphor screens.

Its revolutionary Microchannel Array Detector (MICAD) images $^{14}$C, $^{35}$S, $^{32}$P, $^{33}$P and $^{125}$I activity, and other beta and gamma emitting radioisotopes, in real time, with spatial resolutions unmatched by any other direct detection system. It counts your labels with true nuclear counting statistics and delivers reliable quantitative results from activity levels that would require days of film or phosphor screen exposure.

Hard to imagine? Just look at the following example of a Southern blot from Prof. E. Southern's laboratory, University of Oxford, UK. On the right is a conventional X-ray film after a 16 hour exposure.

On the left is the same sample imaged and quantitated with the InstantImager, in just ten minutes.

So why wait? Experience similar productivity gains in your lab. Call Packard today and ask for the InstantImager!
**ADHESION MOLECULE IMMUNOAASSAYS**

*Parameter™*

**KEY TO CELL ADHESION MOLECULES**
- VCAM-1
- ICAM-1
- E-Selectin

**sVCAM-1 ◆ sICAM-1 ◆ sE-Selectin**

**Parameter™ Adhesion Molecule Immunoassays**

give precise, reproducible results in 2 hours.

**Scientific Research**

Recent publications suggest that levels of soluble adhesion molecules in serum and plasma may assist in understanding the basic biology and etiology of diseases such as:

- HIV Infection
- Rheumatoid Arthritis
- Sepsis
- Transplant Rejection
- Diabetes

**Kit Features**

- color coded reagents
- pre-dispensed standards
- positive control serum
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NOT FOR USE IN DIAGNOSTIC OR THERAPEUTIC PROCEDURES.
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Circle No. 26 on Readers’ Service Card
Take high-performance PCR where it's never been before.
Now in situ PCR is everything it should be. Robust. Reproducible. Convenient. The new GeneAmp® In Situ PCR System 1000,* with co-optimized reagents and accessories, expands the power of PCR into the cell. This innovative system streamlines the entire process and provides consistently superior results.

Engineered for PCR Excellence
Our novel sample block, accessories and proven thermal cycler design ensure cycle-to-cycle, slide-to-slide uniformity for highly reproducible results. The 10-slide block with vertical slots maximizes thermal contact—without mineral oil—to guarantee optimal PCR performance. Up to 30 samples can be amplified each run.

Setup is convenient with our AmpliCover™ Discs and Clips and silane-treated Glass Slides. These accessories create a standardized reaction chamber, eliminating the need for messy adhesives. The system has also been designed to allow Hot Starts for enhanced in situ PCR specificity.

Reagents Optimized for In Situ PCR
This complete system is the first to include reagents developed specifically for in situ PCR. We’ve formulated AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase, IS, for efficient in situ PCR on a variety of sample types. All GeneAmp® in situ PCR reagents are optimized on our GeneAmp In Situ PCR System 1000. And our experienced PCR specialists are available worldwide to provide expert technical assistance.

With the integrated resources of our Applied Biosystems Division, you have access to the most comprehensive range of systems, technologies and support in PCR, nucleic acid synthesis, genetic analysis and protein research.

Take high performance PCR where it’s never been before with the GeneAmp In Situ PCR System 1000 and our line of in situ PCR reagents and accessories. For PCR technical support, call 1-800-762-4001. For more information, call 1-800-345-5224. Outside the U.S., contact your local Perkin-Elmer representative.
Collage of domain shapes and patterns. The foreground figure illustrates a magnetic field–induced branching instability of a droplet in a thin layer of ferrofluid. The color gradient illustrates the evolution of the droplet’s shape, and contours of successive intermediate states are superimposed. The background shows an ordered “bubble” domain pattern, recorded in a thin magnetic garnet film in the presence of a small magnetic field. See page 476. [Illustration: M. Seul and S. Cullerton. Foreground adapted from computer simulations of D. P. Jackson, R. E. Goldstein, and A. O. Cebers]
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Clustered quakes
Spin your way to clean DNA with QIAquick

Take QIAquick Kits for a spin and see how easy it is to clean up DNA fragments. QIAquick microspin membrane technology means:

- 99% contaminant removal
- up to 90% recovery of DNA
- fast 5 - 15 minute procedures
- optimized buffers for each application

Say good-bye to time-consuming phenol extraction, gel filtration, ethanol precipitation and electroelution — with QIAquick microspin technology you simply load the sample, wash, and elute. The whole procedure takes 5 to 15 minutes from start to finish. Purified DNA is recovered with up to 90% efficiency, ready for use in all standard applications, such as restriction, ligation, transformation, hybridization, PCR, and sequencing.

QIAquick is available in 3 specialized kits. Each kit has different buffers, designed to provide optimum purification in each specific application:

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kits extract DNA fragments between 100 bp and 10 kb from TAE and TBE agarose gels.

QIAquick PCR Purification Kits separate primers (up to 40 bases), nucleotides, mineral oil, and other reagents from ds and ss PCR products as small as 100 bp.

QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kits clean up DNA fragments and oligos as small as 20 bases after labeling, sequencing and other enzymatic reactions.

To find out more about the range of QIAquick Kits, contact QIAGEN or your local distributor — and spin your way to clean DNA.
NEW ENGLAND BIOLABS

Molecular Biology
Summer Workshops

WHEN:
Session I: June 4-June 17, 1995
Session II: July 2-July 15, 1995
Session III: July 23-August 5, 1995

WHERE:
Clark Science Center
Smith College
Northampton, MA

FACULTY:
Dr. Steven A. Williams
Dept. of Biological Sciences, Smith College,
and Molecular and Cellular Biology,
University of Massachusetts

Dr. John R. McCarrey
Dept. of Genetics, Southwest
Foundation for Biomedical Research

Dr. Barton Slatko
New England Biolabs, Inc.
DNA Sequencing Group

Dr. Janet B. Williams
New England Biolabs, Inc.

TO APPLY:
For this workshop, please submit a recent C.V.
and a one page statement of motivation to:

Dr. Steven A. Williams
Clark Science Center
Smith College
Northampton, MA 01063

We are pleased to announce the tenth annual New England Biolabs
Molecular Biology Summer Workshops held at Clark Science Center,
Smith College, Northampton, MA.

INTENSIVE BENCH EXPERIENCE: This intensive, two-week
course emphasizes hands-on molecular biology laboratory work.
About eight hours each day will be spent working at the bench. All
of the work is hands-on; there are no demonstrations.

EXPERIMENTS WILL INCLUDE: Construction and screening
of genomic and cDNA libraries, PCR, RNA-PCR, purification of
DNA, restriction enzyme digestion, gel electrophoresis, construction
of recombinant DNA molecules, cloning in plasmid and phage
vectors, cloning strategies, bacterial transformation, Southern and
Northern transfer and hybridization, radioactive and non-
radioactive labeling of DNA, and DNA sequencing. All of these tech-
niques are woven into a cohesive research project carried out by
each participant during the two-week session. Lectures and discus-
sion sessions (at least three hours each day) will deal with all of
the above topics and the application of these methods in molecular
biology research.

INTENDED FOR BEGINNERS IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY:
No previous experience in molecular biology is required or expected.
Forty participants per session will be selected from a variety of disci-
plines and academic backgrounds. Last year’s participants included
principal investigators, directors of programs, postdoctoral fellows,
graduate students, and research assistants. Their fields of research
included medicine, biochemistry, ecology, immunology, microbiology,
pharmacology, plant biology and others. They came from large
universities, small colleges, medical schools, hospitals, industry, and
private foundations.

FEE: $2900 per participant includes lab manual, use of all equip-
ment and supplies, and room and board (all rooms are singles). Fee
includes the use of the libraries and all campus athletic facilities
including indoor and outdoor tennis courts, pool, weight room,
track, etc.

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED BY March 1, 1995.
Notification of acceptance, wait-list, or rejection will be mailed by
March 7, 1995. Payment in full will be due by April 15, 1995. Your
application should include a C.V. and a one page statement explain-
ing your motivation for taking the course. Please specify the
session to which you are applying (I, II, III) and indicate if you wish
to be considered for one of the other sessions as a second choice.
Women and minorities are especially encouraged to apply. For
additional information, please contact Dr. Steven A. Williams
at (413) 584-3643.
Science and Technology Policy

Scientists and engineers in academia and elsewhere are encountering changing policies that can profoundly affect their careers. Effects of the end of the Cold War continue to be manifest. The squeeze on federal discretionary funds is likely to be tightened. Enforcement of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 (Science, 6 January, page 20) could have important consequences.

The 37 chapters of a well-edited, recently published AAAS book* describe much of what happened affecting science and technology policy up to and including 1994. It portrays contrasting opinions of many policy-makers. Authors include President Clinton, Vice President Gore, and Democratic Congress people. Experts from academia, industry, and think tanks also participated. None of the current Republican leadership were authors, but there is little indication that their attitudes differ decisively from those of the Democrats. Their future budget cutting could badly damage research and development institutions.

In the federal government, there are many unneeded, invisible bureaucrats. If the Government Performance and Results Act is appropriately administered, they will be identified. But both the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation have often been in the spotlight, and they are not in need of detailed congressional command and control. However, the NIH and NSF now find it necessary to begin to formulate results-oriented criteria for awarding grants. The NSF has begun to develop goals for its science and technology centers at universities. One of the proposed criteria on which centers would be judged would be that “nearly all graduates” become “outstanding contributors” to the workforce. Grant funds are often used to pay stipends of graduate students. In the past, some faculties have indoctrinated them in the view that the only respectable career was that of a tenure professor. Now, faculties should consider how better to prepare students and help them to find distinguished work outside of the campus.

Research in the physical sciences has led to enormous societal benefits. Prospects are good that exploratory (basic) research in chemistry, condensed matter physics, and materials science will lead to important commercial applications. If basic research in the physical and biological sciences is curtailed, the United States will find itself outdistanced by more vigorous competition. At present, the United States is competing fairly well in high-technology products. However, Pacific Rim countries are achieving competence in high technology, and governments are supportive of industrial initiatives. Economies and exports are growing rapidly. In the United States, politicians have repeatedly announced goals of high paying jobs and global competitiveness. There has been more talk than useful action.

When contemplating options and legislation, politicians should be aware of the attitude of the Industrial Research Institute. Members of this institute come from companies that create a very large fraction of high technology products. The institute has stated that a principal product it wishes from universities is well-trained people. Young graduates can bring with them information and skills arising from the latest developments in science and technology. However, they can do so only if they have been trained where world-class research is being conducted.

As a result of the restructuring of many companies, the levels of their efforts in basic research have been attenuated. Their dependence on university research has increased. Industry has expanded its support of university research and entered into many hundreds of collaborative arrangements. About 35 percent of all U.S. patents issued to industry have arisen from collaborations between basic scientists working in universities and industrial scientists working in their laboratories.

The United States has been a world leader in basic research. Knowledge has been quickly transferred to industry by graduates, faculty consultants, and others. Why are so many breakthroughs made in the United States commercialized in other countries? Many reasons have been put forth. Poor leadership in industry, Wall Street, and a national lack of savings have been blamed. But what about government? Is it not time for the politicians to do some soul-searching? How do the rules of the game in the United States hinder innovation?

Philip H. Abelson

The latest edition of the New England Biolabs catalog provides a host of new features and is an easy-to-use reference guide. Pick up your copy and catch the wave of new products on the rise:

- 171 Restriction Endonucleases including 12 new and over 80 recombinant enzymes
- Recombinant Fse I: an 8-base cutter, GCGCGG/CC
- 9°N₄m DNA Polymerase: A recombinant thermostable DNA Polymerase with a reduced level of 3'→5' exonuclease activity
- Klenow Fragment (3'→5' exonuclease): for dideoxy sequencing and random primer labeling
- LITMUS™ multipurpose cloning vectors
- An expanded line of Protein Modification Products including endo- and exoglycosidases, protein kinases, protein phosphatases, inhibitors and substrates, and protein molecular weight markers
- Code20™ Cassette Mutagenesis Kit for inserting or substituting all single 20 amino acid codons at specific sites in DNA
- polyA Spin™ mRNA Isolation Kit for the isolation of full-length poly(A)⁺ eukaryotic mRNA using spin columns pre-packed with microcrystalline oligo(dt) cellulose

Call New England Biolabs to be sure you have your very own copy.

New Products on the Rise
New England Biolabs 1995 Catalog
Wagnerian Genetics

The recent report of an “Abnormal fear response and aggressive behavior in mutant mice deficient for α-calcium calmodulin kinase II” by Chong Chen et al. (14 Oct., p. 291) provides what may be an unusual insight into the presumably inherited deficiency manifested by a certain Siegfried Volsung. While his entire pedigree has long been open to speculation, it is asserted that he was the offspring of the consanguineous mating between brother (Siegmund Volsung) and sister (Sieglinde Neidung, née Volsung), who were separated at birth, only to reunite in early adulthood (R. Wagner, Die Walküre, Act I). Although Mendelian genetics was awaiting rediscovery at the time this kindred became the subject of a lengthy report (Der Ring des Nibelungen, 1876), such laws of inheritance would predict that Siegfried was significantly at risk for genetic disorders. Indeed, it is a wonder that the only phenotypic evidence of consanguineous parentage was a complete lack of fear. In a manner somewhat comparable to the α-CaMKII–deficient mice described by Chen et al., Volsung was also disposed to remarkable acts of defensive aggression and risk-taking behavior [for example, Siegfried versus Fafner (Siegfried, Act II)].

While genetic counseling was not generally available to the community in which he lived, Siegfried is unlikely to have heeded prudent advice, in typical fashion, he fearlessly won the affection of his aunt Brunnhilde (Siegfried, Act III). Because the murine machismo reported by Chen et al. clearly demonstrates a dominant inheritance pattern, one must scrutinize the behavioral phenotypes of Siegfried’s parents for evidence of intermediate forms of fearlessness. And, in fact, usual precaution is not a feature of their daring escape from Sieglinde’s oppressive domestic trappings while at the same time singing constantly at great volume in the middle of the night (Die Walküre, Act I). The first and second filial offspring of the inevitable proband-aunt (Siegfried-Brunnhilde) mating may have provided valuable insight into the penetrance and mode of inheritance in this unusual disorder; however this will never be known because a complicated family dispute ended in not only Siegfried’s death but the immolation of all known inhabitants of the region (Götterdämmerung, Act III, final scene).

Hannes Vogel
Department of Pathology, Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX 77030, USA

Response: We appreciate that Vogel brings to our attention the fascinating story of Siegfried Volsung, as depicted in Wagner’s opera Der Ring des Nibelungen. Our previous work has shown that an autosomal dominant mutation in the α-CaMKII gene is associated with a phenotype of increased defensive aggression and a lack of fear. In contrast, the neuropsychiatric condition exhibited by Siegfried, whose parents are brother and sister, seems to be derived from an autosomal recessive mutation. Thus, it is not clear at all whether there is any genetic parallelism between the α-CaMKII heterozygous knockout mouse and the man. There are, of course, other possible interpretations. For example, Siegfried may have carried a sporadic mutation in the α-CaMKII gene; or one of his parents may have had heterozygous or homozygous mutation in the α-CaMKII gene. Siegfried’s father, Siegmund, appears to share similar traits. As Bernard Shaw has characterized [The Perfect Wagnerite: A Commentary on the Ring of the Nibelungs (Constable, London, 1956)], “The boy Siegfried inherits . . . all his father’s hardihood. The fear against which Siegmund set his face like flint, and the woe which he wore down, are unknown to the son . . . ” If Siegfried’s mother, Sieglinde, is normal, both the father and the son may have had the heterozygous mutation. In this case, the genetic parallelism may be justifiable.

Chong Chen
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Center for Learning and Memory, E17-358, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Teaching Engineers and Scientists

The Policy Forum by Mary Lowe Good and Neal F. Lane “Producing the finest scientists and engineers for the 21st century” (4 Nov., p. 741) contains little that is either new or provocative. It reads like a sermon based on the gospel according to the Office of Science and Technology Policy and the National Science Foundation,
chiefly the “Platitudes.” Good and Lane recommend that (i) “teaching and learning must be reinvigorated as the primary mission of academic institutions,” (ii) federal policies should support education and training of scientists and engineers, and (iii) graduate education must reflect changes in the economy and in the labor market for these professionals.

Those who have been teaching and doing research for the past 30 years have witnessed a startling expansion and contraction of federal support for science and engineering coinciding with the beginning and end of the Cold War. Most faculty members have reflected upon the meaning of these changes both for society and for their own careers and those of their students. They are well aware that science and engineering education will have to respond to new challenges. They do not need to be told that teaching is important, that they had better start doing research of interest to industry, and that “promising and largely unexplored opportunities may reside in the small business sector.” Many have already found how difficult and time-consuming it is to develop cooperative research with companies while maintaining a regular load of teaching and advising.

Problems mentioned elsewhere in the “Innovations on Campus” issue—cutbacks in research funding, scarcity of jobs for Ph.D.’s, and the decreasing numbers of undergraduates with interest in and adequate preparation for these fields—will not be solved by “innovative” teaching. It is not yet clear that smaller graduate populations will lead to an increase in quality because there may be a tendency for universities, especially high-tuition private institutions, to continue to accept poorly prepared students so as to survive, and then try to turn teaching into entertainment for the “MTV generation.”

It is hard to be as optimistic as Good and Lane about the prospects for university science and engineering in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Daniel E. Koshland Jr.’s editorial in the same issue (“Educating the best and employing them,” p. 711) suggests that he has a more realistic view of the future—there will fewer Ph.D. programs, and the emphasis will be on educating the “most interested and the most able” graduate students for a limited number of research and teaching positions. Many universities will not be able to maintain viable graduate programs and will return mainly to undergraduate teaching. This will not be a bad thing if they insist that those who graduate, those with a B.S. or B.A., have a sound understanding of basic scientific and engineering principles together with a better appreciation of society’s needs and the ability and willingness to work with other citizens for the common good.

Frederic A. Lyman
Department of Mechanical, Aerospace and Manufacturing Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244–1240, USA

Koshland’s editorial and Good and Lane’s Policy Forum point to the importance of maintaining the strength of Ph.D. research while increasing the contribution of academia to the evolving research needs of modern industry. The industrial Ph.D. program that the Northeastern University Physics Department tried to create in the early 1970s may be a model of a low-risk contribution toward that goal.

We proposed the following plan: (i) Students who had passed the department’s qualifying examination and all the required course work would be eligible for consideration as Ph.D. candidates. (ii) A thesis committee would be set up by the departmental graduate committee that would include a person in industry who
would supervise the student. (iii) A student’s work would be published and non-proprietary. Patents based on the research would have to follow university and National Science Foundation (NSF) policies and would in no way be allowed to interfere with publication. (iv) A student would be supported by the program as a university graduate research assistant. While the stipend was to be the standard one in the department, travel or “off site” costs would be allowed. Funding of the program was to come from the NSF, but it was expected that companies would want to make donations to the grant independent of any specific thesis project. (v) People from industry emphasized the need to distinguish thesis research from regular in-house research. There were pure physics problems that they wanted to see addressed and for which companies could not justify the cost.) For such basic research, companies would supply the environment, equipment, and adviser’s time. Industrial proprietary research would be conducted by employees without interference from outsiders. (vi) Because of all the matching requirements for each individual case, the program would start off very slowly and only gradually build up to its full potential.

One of the benefits industry expected from this program was to develop candidates for future regular employment; another was to forge ties with the faculty. A requirement that participants had to be university students rather than company employees distinguished our program from many others. Our industrial partners were concerned that the long-term and basic research needs of industry not be sacrificed to expediency.

The department and about a dozen industrial concerns agreed completely on how the program should work. The NSF, however, was not interested, and as the plan depended on NSF funding, it could not be implemented. Now that a different wind is blowing in Washington, D.C., we hope that the NSF, at least, may wish to experiment with such a program. It is much better to let people in front-line industries propose basic research topics based on deficiencies they have seen than to have government tell them what research is needed.

Michael J. Glaubman
Department of Physics,
Northeastern University,
Boston, MA 02115, USA

Good and Lane make several useful points. However, they also make a typical omission, that of not considering scientists and engineers who develop an interest in academia later in their careers. After 20 to 25 years of practical experience in industry or consulting, some entertain the possibility of transferring their knowledge to students. However, this opportunity is largely closed because of the academic requirement for a doctorate, which is neither a prerequisite nor an advantage in many industrial or consultant positions. As a result, the abilities of these career scientists and engineers (their practical experience, understanding of pragmatic needs, perspective on career path opportunities, and knowledge of marketplace) are being lost. Many of these people have managed field and study programs in the hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars, know how to market industry for funding (and have the appropriate contacts to do so), have adjunct teaching experience, and have a history of mentoring young staff. But until job requirements for professors are altered, this valuable resource will go unused, and educational deficiencies will continue.

Stuart J. Spiegel
O’Brien & Gere Engineers, Inc.,
Post Office Box 4873,
Syracuse, NY 13221, USA

Uppsala (pronounced UOP-SA-LA) is a university town about 45 minutes by car from Stockholm, Sweden. The university here was founded in 1477 and has a lengthy tradition of developing exceptional life science researchers. (The great Carl von Linne and Anders Celsius both lived and worked in Uppsala.)

Pharmacia Biotech helped enlarge Uppsala’s scientific scope by making it our home base. We settled here because when you’re committed to being one of the world’s leading suppliers of life science research products, equipment and methodologies, it helps to be at the source of bright young life scientists.

That Pharmacia Biotech hails from Sweden doesn’t make us better – it just makes us Swedish. For many, that’s enough to remember us by. But if you would rather, Pharmacia Biotech is an international company committed to supplying life science researchers with the most advanced solutions available. Full-service offices on every continent and in over 27 countries mean that every minute of the day someone in the world is calling a Pharmacia Biotech office to ask us for advice on separating biomolecules or to enquire about our comprehensive range of products for molecular biology. (See why it’s easier just to remember us as being Swedish.)

We realize it takes time to gauge a company’s merits. So if you would like to learn more about Pharmacia Biotech, just call us at +46-18-16 50 00 and we’ll send you a free copy of our company brochure. In Swedish, if you insist.
Protection Against Cholera

Early Indian medical literature describes clinical features of patients with a disease similar to cholera (1). Since then, there have been many worldwide pandemics (involving Europe and North America) of cholera, most of them originating from the Indian subcontinent. However, the incidence of the cystic fibrosis (CF) gene among Asians is extraordinarily low (2), which does not appear to be compatible with the hypothesis that this gene has a protective effect against cholera (S. E. Gabriel et al., Reports, 7 Oct., p. 107). Genetic traits that offer protection against infectious diseases have been shown to be high among populations where the disease is endemic. The prevalence of the sickle cell gene, for example, hypothesized to confer some immuno- lusability to falciparum malaria, parallels the geographic distribution of this disease.

Although the finding that mice which do not express the CF transmembrane conductance regulator protein were protected from the effects of cholera toxin is significant, it is not clear how that relates to the high incidence of the CF gene observed among Caucasians.

Paul Fontelo
Department of Pathology,
Uniformed Services University,
Bethesda, MD 20814, USA

References

Response: Fontelo raises an interesting question. Although it is clear that cholera was and remains a major cause of mortality in the Indian subcontinent, it is also of historical importance in the Northern European population. We used cholera toxin in this study because it is the archetypal enterotoxin causing secretory diarrhea and the mechanism of action is well defined. However, we had also suggested that other bacterial toxins, including Escherichia coli STa and LT, which may have been more prevalent in the Caucasian population, could have had similar protective effects, because the rate-limiting step for secretion of the CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). Regrettably, this information was deleted because of an editorial decision to shorten the manuscript. Clearly any potential heterozygote advantage is only of importance in a population expressing the disease at a high incidence. Therefore, correlation for a CF heterozygote is only relevant in the Caucasian population. Speculation regarding the absence of such a complex effect such as a balanced polymorphism (or selective heterozygote advantage) in one population versus another is considerably beyond the scope of our study. Differences between population CF frequencies may actually reflect more on the genetics of CF than on the ability of cholera to increase the population frequency. Most important, our data demonstrate the molecular and functional differences between CFTR(-/-), CFTR(+/-), and CFTR(+/+) mice in response to toxin. Resistance against cholera or other bacterial enterotoxins may have been a selective pressure for the high frequency of the human CF heterozygote, but a large human epidemiological study would be required to ultimately address that issue.

Sherif E. Gabriel
Department of Medicine,
University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, NC 27599–7020, USA

Mo_nC_4n Cluster Synthesis: Clarification

In our report “Synthesis and characterization of molybdenum carbide clusters Mo_nC_4n (n = 1 to 4)” (7 Jan., p. 68) (1), we found negative ion mass spectral evidence for Mo_nC_4n species produced by XeCl laser photolysis of Mo(CO)_6. The molecular stoichiometry of this new molybdenum carbide was proposed on the basis of observations of negative ion masses and their corresponding isotope abundances, fragmentation information, ion-molecule reactions, and elemental analysis.

Previous work had indicated that the ultrafine particles generated by laser photolysis of Mo(CO)_6 consisted primarily of molybdenum and carbon (2). We examined the solid with glow discharge mass spectrometry, which yielded an elemental composition of 51.8% carbon, 46.1% molybdenum, 1.6% iron, and 0.29% oxygen and a molar stoichiometry similar to that of MoC. These data appeared to support the mass spectral measurements of Mo_nC_4n and indicated that the black solid was mainly molybdenum and carbon with only a trace of oxygen.

Subsequent to these studies, Kenneth Suslick and Taeghwan Hyeon (3) obtained very similar laser desorption negative ion mass spectra from a sample of MoC (an observation that we had also made previously). D. Cox (4) has pointed out to us that most samples of MoC contain a small amount of molybdenum oxide (as verified by Raman spectroscopy). Because molybdenum oxide has a relatively large electron density, it could enhance the formation of negative ions and account for the appearance of Mo_nC_4n mass spectra.
denumoxide pure molybdenum oxide exhibits calibration trace affinity these served for result observed num with enhanced verify rather than cy ion mass spectrums similar to ionmassspectrums that the remaining 5% of the samples correspond to Mo₃(O₂)₇⁻ instead of Mo₃(C₄)₇⁻. For the remaining 5% of the samples, the masses appear to more closely match the molybdenum carbide clusters, although better mass calibration experiments are being done to verify this result. A complete study of the laser photolysis of Mo(CO)₆ should resolve these issues.

C. Jin
R. E. Hauser
R. L. Hettich
C. M. Barshick
R. N. Compton
A. A. Puretzky
A. V. Dem’yanenko
A. A. Tuinman
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Corrections and Clarifications
The Research News article, “Oncogenes reach a milestone” by Jean Marx (23 Dec., p. 1942), incorrectly stated that Ray Erickson did his pioneering work on the src gene at the University of Colorado at Boulder. He was instead at the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center in Denver.

The photograph on page 1415 accompanying the book review of Luna B. Leopold’s A View of the River by Vic Baker (25 Nov., p. 1414) showed meanders of the East Fork River near Boulder, Wyoming, not the Popo Agie River.

C. V. Dem’yanenko
A. A. Tuinman
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We'll Help You Build A New Lab

Let the free Science product information service put you in touch with the vendors whose products you will need.

Simply write us a letter stating the specifics about your proposed lab and the instruments and supplies you need. We will do the rest. Write to:

SCIENCE Magazine
New Lab Service Department
1333 H Street, N.W., Rm 830 Washington, DC 20005

The Optical Society of America
For nearly half a century, Sigma Chemical Company has been committed to manufacturing quality biochemicals and organic compounds for researchers around the world. Diversity within our multiple manufacturing sites enables our chemists to produce many of the 35,000 research reagents found in the Sigma general catalog. This diversity allows Sigma to formulate custom blends, to produce specific purities and to fulfill milligram to large-scale production requests for our customers.

In order to support the tradition of quality that you have come to expect from Sigma, our chemists closely monitor every stage of manufacturing, and analytical chemists assay every product we offer. We package experience, service and expertise into every product you receive. But commitment to our customers does not stop here. Sigma continues to provide exceptional service that includes a large inventory of prepackaged stock, fast delivery and technical assistance.

Weigh all the advantages. Consider Sigma as your single source for research biochemicals.
THE NEW AVANTI™ J-25. GET READY FOR THE DRIVE OF YOUR LIFE.

No conventional centrifuge keeps pace with the new 25,000-rpm Avanti J-25 High-Performance Centrifuge Systems from Beckman. Everything about the Avanti J-25 series - from their innovative SR® drive to their new lightweight, large-volume rotors - helps you perform more separations in less time.

ACCELERATE YOUR THROUGHPUT... WHILE CUTTING RUN TIME

Now your lab can complete more separations, more quickly, than with any conventional high-speed. That's because the Avanti J-25 offers greater speeds and g-forces, with larger volumes, than any competitive model. A high-torque SR direct drive makes these benefits possible by accelerating and braking in up to half the time of conventional high-speeds. Set-up is quick and easy. And with the J-251, you're freed from rotor ID by an innovative Instant Rotor Identification System (IRIS®).

SAFE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT... AND FOR YOU

Because Beckman shares your concerns about environmental safety, the Avanti J-25's brushless SR drive is air-cooled, and an advanced refrigeration system eliminates CFCs from its design. The Avanti J-25 also consumes much less power, produces less than half the heat, and is 50% quieter than conventional models. Compliance with some of the world's highest standards for quality and operator safety is guaranteed by CE marking, UL and CSA approval.

High-performance productivity is another part of the Beckman Plus, that extra level of personalized service and support available only from Beckman. For more information about the Avanti J-25 series, contact one of our sales offices worldwide.

* SR drives are manufactured by Beckman with technology licensed from Switched Reluctance Drives Limited.

BECKMAN

New EasyTides™ ambient shipped radiolabeled nucleotides from DuPont NEN.

- Easy to use. Shipped in NENSURE™ vials without dry ice. No need to thaw, just store in the refrigerator at 4°C.
- Easy to see. Colored with an inert dye for easier pipetting.
- Easy on the environment. Less bulky packaging, and no Styrofoam® to recycle.

EasyTides perform like the products you use now. Available in $^{32}$P, $^{33}$P, and $^{35}$S-nucleotides. Try EasyTides the next time you order. For information or to order, call 1-800-551-2121. Or call FaxBack at 1-800-666-6527 and request document 9001.
The Only Comprehensive Assay System for Receptor Signaling.

The Cytosensor System: Functional Responses in Minutes

The Cytosensor Microphysiometer System is the latest tool used for drug discovery and signal transduction research. Using a patented biosensor, the system can monitor the receptor-mediated responses from living cells in minutes, producing functional dose responses in just a few hours. Because of the unique biosensor, receptor activation can be studied even without previous knowledge of the signal transduction pathway. Thus, a single assay system can be used to evaluate a variety of receptor families. Previously time-consuming experiments can be performed quickly and easily, making it possible to obtain EC_{50} and IC_{50} values in just 4-7 hours; without radioactivity. And novel receptor responses, not seen with other methods, have been observed.

Call us for an evaluation of your cells and effector agents or for a detailed list of scientific references.
**ADVICE TO THE STATISTICALLY WEARY.**

Try New Jandel SigmaStat® for Windows! New SigmaStat for Windows comes complete with your own expert statistician right in the box! The SigmaStat Advisor appears with a click of your mouse to make your statistical worries go away. What's the ideal sample size? Which statistical test is best? Are your assumptions and results valid? SigmaStat has the answers.

**The SigmaStat Advisor Automatically Picks the Best Test for You.** SigmaStat automatically points you to the appropriate tests. You simply type in your goals, and SigmaStat's Advisor automatically suggests the best statistical test for your data!

**SigmaStat Gives You Better Results from “Messy Data.”** Other statistical software packages throw out valuable data. Not SigmaStat for Windows. SigmaStat uses a sophisticated general linear model to fill data gaps, so you get more complete results and better conclusions.

Dear SigmaStat Advisor,

Help! I tripped and dropped a test tube! What do I do now that my data is unbalanced?

Signed,

Statistically Unbalanced

Dear S.U.,

You need Jandel SigmaStat! Other statistical packages either use erroneous substitution methods or make you throw out valuable data points. SigmaStat for Windows uses a sophisticated general linear model to give you the most accurate results possible from your “messy” data.

-SigmaStat Advisor

**SigmaStat Checks Your Assumptions.** SigmaStat automatically checks that your data fit the assumptions underlying the statistical methods you're using. If there's a problem, SigmaStat will automatically suggest a more appropriate test!

**SigmaStat Shows You Detailed Reports and Stunning Graphs.** SigmaStat automatically creates a detailed report of your test results—complete with its own analysis! Plus you can automatically print publication-quality graphs of your SigmaStat results or cut and paste to your favorite Windows application.

TO ORDER SIGMASTAT TODAY
CALL 1-800-4-JANDEL

Competitive and customer upgrades available. Quantity, academic, and student pricing available.
Non-Conformity.

The individual.
With the power to question the norm in pursuit of discovery.
To take a journey as unconventional as the answer.
And to leave an impression like no other.
Non-Conformity and Research.

Introducing a unique challenge to the accepted limits of advanced microscopy. The new Olympus Provis Research Microscope System. More versatile. More responsive. And better equipped to bring you today's most advanced optical system—including U.I.S. Infinity-corrected Optics, brilliant illumination and the visionary power of fluorescence. It is an instrument as unique as your work itself, as boundless as your potential. Ergonomically evolved to give you easier access to vital controls. And emboldened with a massive Y-shaped stand that offers up to 5 output ports and computer-controlled automation for virtually limitless imaging and photomicrography options. Just go where your research takes you, and so will we. To arrange a demonstration of the new Olympus Provis Research Microscope at your convenience, or for more information on the difference it could make for you, please call 1-800-446-5967.

Olympus and Research.
Seeing Eye to Eye.
Now, characterize biomolecules faster with HP's new mass spectrometry tools.

HP’s complementary API-electrospray LC/MS and MALDI-TOF MS give you high-confidence molecular weights.

HP now offers the automated, high-performance MS tools you need for absolute molecular weight (MW) determinations. Our new API-ES LC/MS system, for example, can be coupled with your existing LC methods to rapidly characterize peptide maps on line. And it gives you accurate MW information and excellent isotopic resolution, so you can confidently identify small MW differences, such as those due to deamidation.

You can complement that with the HP MALDI-TOF MS system. It measures the MW of homogeneous and heterogeneous biomolecules across a mass range in excess of 300,000 daltons—and it’s tolerant of buffers, salts and denaturants. It’s also ideal for screening prior to sequencing.

For performance, consider characterizing peptide maps at picomole levels with the HP API-ES LC/MS system. Its patent-pending chemistry gives you unsurpassed sensitivity—even when you use TFA. And with our MALDI-TOF MS system, you get femtomole-level sensitivity and mass accuracies of better than 0.01%

For superior automation, the HP API-ES LC/MS system uses Microsoft® Windows-based software that automatically matches masses to the amino acid sequences generated by protein digests—eliminating repetitive manual calculations. And the HP MALDI-TOF MS system features a sample preparation accessory and automated instrument control, to improve reproducibility and facilitate unattended operation.

Both of these new systems can be used in conjunction with HP’s other solutions for biomolecule characterization. And you can be confident with reliable HP systems, backed by our top-rated service and support teams worldwide. For further information, call 1-800-334-3110, Ext. 949.

200 picomole chicken lysozyme tryptic digest.
Characterize peptide maps on line with API-electrospray LC/MS.

5 femtomole Lagos.
Characterize large heterogeneous proteins with MALDI-TOF MS.


Microsoft and Windows are US registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.
Our Competitors' Enzymes Can't Pass The Quality Testing Performed On Gibco BRL Restriction Endonucleases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assay Performed</th>
<th>Gibco BRL</th>
<th>Company A</th>
<th>Company B</th>
<th>Company C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DNA Endonuclease Assay</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Exonuclease Assay</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA Ligation/Recut Assay</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicking Assay</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit Assay</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>All Pass</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= One Failure

Summary: Seven out of ten restriction endonucleases from each competitor failed one or more of our quality tests.

Enzymes tested in the manufacturers' recommended buffers: BamHI, BglII, ClaI, EcoRI, HindIII, KpnI, NotI, PstI, SalI, and SstI (SacI)

In a recent quality comparison between Life Technologies and three leading manufacturers, seven out of ten restriction endonucleases from each competitor failed one or more of our quality tests.

Life Technologies offers the highest quality restriction endonucleases on the market because we perform a system of rigorous and complete quality controls on all endonucleases. Numerous tests are performed at four separate stages during the purification process, one before the enzyme is added to the buffer, one before the diluted product, and one after the product is made up.

For reliable, economical restriction endonucleases, beat the competition with only Life technologies. Call now for our free restriction endonuclease brochure or for a summary of the comparative data.

To Order/TECH-LINE™: (800) 828-6686

ANNOUNCING New Lower Prices for the Most Popular Gibco BRL Restriction Endonucleases!

We've lowered our prices on the most widely used restriction endonucleases. Now you can get the best... for even less!

Life Technologies

U.S.A. Orders
P.O. Box 68
Grand Island, NY 14072-0068 U.S.A.
Facsimile: (800) 331-2286
To Order/TECH-LINE: (800) 828-6686

Canada Orders
Burlington, Ontario L7P 1A1 Canada
To Order: (905) 335-2255
TECH-LINE: (800) 757-8257

U.S.A. Office for Latin America
To Order/TECH-LINE: (301) 840-4027
Facsimile: (301) 258-8238

Tech-Line™ and the Life Technologies logo are marks of Life Technologies, Inc. For research use only. Not intended for human or animal diagnostic or therapeutic use.
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Why do you have to do an assay in several places when you can do it all right here.

Incubate, filter, precipitate, immobilize, harvest and detect directly in the MultiScreen assay plate. Compared to conventional methods, its 96 discrete filter tubes reduce reagent usage by 50–90% and radioactive waste by >95%. Compatibility with direct microplate scintillation counters dramatically improves throughput.

MultiScreen handles every assay step. Its patented underdrain assures reliable, multiple incubations. To remove supernatant, just apply vacuum to wash or quantitatively collect filtrate. Easily transfer filters directly into vials for radiodetection.

Whether you're doing receptor binding, second messenger studies, cell culture and proliferation or immunoassays, MultiScreen has been proven faster, simpler, and more efficient.

Let Millipore's Technical Service help you choose the optimum membrane or filter for your assay—glass fiber, cellulose or charged membranes, Immobilon® series, low-binding Durapore® and more.

Call or fax for a complete technical package or to arrange a demo. • U.S. and Canada: 1-800-645-5476 • Japan: (03) 3474-9111 • European headquarters in Paris, fax: 33.1.30.12.71.83

Internet Lab Catalogue: access URL menu, type: http://www.millipore.com
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AmpliCycle™ Sequencing Kit

For superior sequencing results directly from any template source—PCR products, plaques, colonies, ss or dsDNA—use the AmpliCycle™ Sequencing Kit from Perkin-Elmer.

This kit features AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase, CS, a novel enzyme specifically developed for cycle sequencing. It provides ladders with even band intensities, low background, and fewer false terminations using ³²P, ³³P, or ³⁵S.

Accurate DNA sequences can be determined with as little as one hour exposure or from as little as 1 fmol of template. By adjusting the amount of template and label, protocols can be optimized for sensitivity or isotope conservation, with end-labeling or direct incorporation.

Perkin-Elmer’s performance guarantee backs every AmpliCycle Sequencing Kit. The integrated resources of our Applied Biosystems Division offer the most comprehensive range of systems, technologies, and support in PCR, genetic analysis, nucleic acid synthesis, and protein research.

Now get sequencing results in just one hour by calling 1-800-327-3002 in the U.S. For PCR technical support, call 1-800-762-4001. For more information, call 1-800-345-5224. Outside the U.S., call or fax your local Perkin-Elmer representative.

PERKIN ELMER

Europe: Langer, Germany Tel: (0) 6053-706-0 Fax: (0) 6053-706-210
Canada: Mississauga, Canada Tel: 905-821-8183 Fax: 905-821-8246
Japan: Tokyo, Japan Tel: (0473) 80-8500 Fax: (0473) 80-8505
Latin America: Mexico City, Mexico Tel: 52-5-593-8277 Fax: 52-5-593-8223
Australia: Melbourne, Australia Tel: (03) 212-8555 Fax: (03) 212-8502

Perkin-Elmer PCR reagents are developed and manufactured by Roche Molecular Systems, Inc., Branchburg, New Jersey, U.S.A.

Roche

Perkin-Elmer is a registered trademark of The Perkin-Elmer Corporation. AmpliCycle is a trademark and AmpliTaq is a registered trademark of Roche Molecular Systems Inc. The GeneAmp PCR process is covered by U.S. patents owned by Hoffmann-La Roche, Inc. and Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.
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**From 8 to 96 in 90!**

**Wizard™ Series 9600™ DNA Purification System**
A Revolution in Plasmid Miniprep Technology.

Whether you’re doing 8 minipreps or 800, the Wizard™ Series 9600™ System delivers the performance and value you need:

- **Speed:** Wizard™ Series 9600™ Minipreps are performed with a unique vacuum manifold that allows purification of plasmid DNA from up to 96 bacterial cultures in as little as 90 minutes.
- **Flexibility:** Plasmid isolation may be performed from as few as 8 to as many as 96 samples simultaneously without wasting plastics or reagents.
- **Quality:** Comparable samples show highly reproducible yield from well to well. DNA is ready to use in all molecular biology applications including restriction digestion, *in vitro* transcription and DNA sequencing.
- **Convenience:** The Wizard™ Series 9600™ System minimizes manipulations required to prepare plasmid DNA. The standard 96-well plate format allows easy handling and storage of large numbers of DNA samples. Optional Quick Culture™ bacterial media plates streamline culture inoculation and alkaline lysis.
- **Low Cost:** Unlike alternative systems, the Wizard™ Series 9600™ System offers quality at a price that can reduce your miniprep costs while saving valuable time.

... only from Promega.

For more information about the Wizard™ Series 9600™ System and the complete line of Wizard™ DNA purification products, contact Promega or your local Promega branch or distributor.

---

**Worldwide Distribution:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1-307-7962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>1-800-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>1-800-766-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of China</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>404-356-1970</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

©1996, Promega Corporation. All Rights Reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of Promega Corporation. Prices and specifications subject to change without prior notice. Revised 1/26/96
WORLD-CLASS QUALITY
FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY

Second-Step Reagents

UltraAvidin™ and Secondary Antibodies are optimized for use in flow cytometry, immunochemistry, ELISA and molecular biology applications.

When you want world-class quality...

START WITH MALLINCKRODT

MALLINCKRODT CHEMICAL

16305 Swingley Ridge Drive
Chesterfield, Missouri 63017
Tel: (314) 530-2000 Fax: (314) 530-2328
1-800-354-2050
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The NATO Science Programme provides assistance for scientific collaboration between NATO-country scientists and between NATO-country scientists and scientists in Cooperation Partner (CP) countries (the Commonwealth of Independent States and countries of Central and Eastern Europe).

Support is available for collaboration between NATO-country scientists in any scientific area for Collaborative Research Grants, or to organize Advanced Study Institutes. Support for collaboration between NATO-country and CP-country scientists is primarily but not exclusively in the Priority Areas outlined below. The possibilities of support for collaboration between NATO and CP-country scientists are for Collaborative Research Grants, Linkage Grants, Expert Visit Grants, and grants to organize Advanced Research Workshops and Advanced Study Institutes. Further information and application forms for these activities are available from the NATO Scientific Affairs Division at the address below.

**Priority Areas**

- **Disarmament Technologies**
  - Scientific questions related to nuclear, biological, chemical and conventional weapons disarmament and non-proliferation efforts, in the pursuit of dismantlement, destruction and conversion activities in an effective and environmentally sound manner.

- **High Technology**
  - Scientific problems related to high technology including information science, materials science, biotechnology and energy conservation and supply (non-nuclear).

- **Environmental Security**
  - Scientific problems related to environmental security including the reclamation of contaminated military sites, regional environmental problems and natural and man-made disasters; affordable cleanup technologies are of particular interest.

- **Science and Technology Policy**
  - Problems related to science policy, technology transfer, innovation, management, intellectual property rights and career mobility (e.g. redeployment of defence industry scientists).

- **Computer Networking**
  - In dealing with these priority areas Computer Networking should be used to the fullest extent possible. Computer networking supplements are therefore available for CP country teams awarded NATO Linkage Grants. Networking Infrastructure Grants are also available to augment the regional computer networking infrastructure of the academic community in Cooperation Partner countries.

Advanced Study Institutes (ASIs) and Advanced Research Workshops (ARWs) to be held in 1995 are given in the following pages. Each meeting is held under the responsibility of its director(s); all requests for information, attendance or support should be addressed to the contact person listed. Participation or tuition fees are not required from participants; some participants from NATO countries or Cooperation Partner countries may obtain grants from the meeting director to assist with travel and living expenses. Those wishing to organize ASIs or ARWs should write to the address below for application forms and further information.

**Scientific Affairs Division (Ref. 95/1)**

NATO

1110 Brussels, Belgium
LARGE CLUSTERS OF ATOMS AND MOLECULES 18-30 Jun 1995: ERICE, ITALY
Contact: Dr. T.P. MARTIN, MPI FESTKÖRPERFORSCHUNG, HESSENBERGSTR 1, 70569 STUTTGART, GERMANY
(fax 49 711 899 1010; e-mail martin@vaft3.mpi-stuttgart.mpg.de) (NANO) 940418

PHOTONIC BAND GAP MATERIALS 19-30 Jun 1995: ELOUNDA, CRETE, GREECE
Contact: Prof. C. SOUKOULIS, IOWA STATE UNIV., DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS, AMES, IA 50011, USA
(fax 1 515 294-0696; e-mail: soukoulis@ameslab.gov) 940447

NEW PERSPECTIVES IN LARGESource AND APPLICATIONS 25-Jun-9 1955: ST ANDREWS, UK
Contact: Prof. A. MILLER, UNIV. OF ST ANDREWS, DEPT. OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY, NORTH HAUGH, ST ANDREWS, FIFE KY16 9SS, UK
(fax 44 22 4343104) 941080

Contact: Dr. S. REYNAUD, UNIVERSITÉ P. ET M. CURIE, LAB. DE SPECTROSCOPIE HERTZIENNE DE ENS, CASE 74, 4 PL JUSSEU 75252 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE
(fax 44 4 88 94 9645) 940540

HADRON SPECTROSCOPY AND THE CONFINEMENT PROBLEM 3-14 Jul 1995: SWANSEA, UK
Contact: Prof. D.V. Bugg, QUEEN MARY AND WESTFIELD COLLEGE, LONDON, MILLENIUM BRIDGE, LONDON E1 4NS, UK
(fax 44 20 7928 45) 940179

LOW DIMENSIONAL APPLICATIONS OF QUANTUM FIELD THEORY 10-19 Jul 1995: CARSEGE, CORSICA, FRANCE
Contact: Dr. L. BIALEIUE, UNIVERSITE P. ET M. CURIE PARIS VI, LPTHE, 7, 16 E TAL, 75252 PARIS CEDEX 05, FRANCE
(fax 1 44 27 70 95 e-mail: bialeiue@iuphe.jussieu.fr) 940826

GENERAL RELATIVITY 16-29 Jul 1995: ABERDEEN, UK
Contact: Dr. G.S. HALL, UNIV. OF ABERDEEN, DEPT. OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES, ABERDEEN, UK
(fax 44 22 4722007) 940498

QUANTUM SYMMETRIES 1-8 Aug 1995: LES HOUCHES, FRANCE
Contact: Prof. J. ZINN-JUSTIN, CEA-CEA CNAL, SERVICE DE PHYSIQUE THEORIQUE, F-91191 GIF-SUR-VETTE CEDEX, FRANCE
(33 1 69 08 81 20) 940543

SOLVENTS AND SELF-ORGANIZATION OF POLYMERS 1-13 Aug 1995: CESME-ZIMR, TURKEY
Contact: Prof. S. WEBBER, UNIV. OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN, DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY, AUSTIN, TX 78712, USA
(fax 1 512 471 96 e-mail: csw@utdixp.dp.utexas.edu) 940559

Contact: Prof. K.R. JENNINGS, UNIV. OF WARWICK, DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY, COVENTRY CV4 7AL, UK
(fax 44 203 524 112 e-mail: mistry@environ.warwick.ac.uk) 940531

QUANTUM TRANSPORT IN SEMICONDUCTOR SUBMICRON STRUCTURES 20-Aug 1995: BAD LAUTERBERG, GERMANY
Contact: Prof. B. KRAMER, UNIVERSITAT HAMBURG, INST. FUR THEORETISCHE PHYSIK, JUNGSTRASSE 9, 20355 HAMBURG, GERMANY
(fax 49 40 4123 6571) (NANO) 931603

LOW TEMPERATURE MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY 3-15 Sep 1995: SINTRA, PORTUGAL
Contact: Prof. R. RAUSTO, UNIV. OF COIMBRA, CHEMICAL DEPT., 3049 COIMBRA, PORTUGAL
(fax 351 39 2770 e-mail: frgmru@ciic2.uc.pt) 940302

STRING GRAVITY AND PHYSICS AT THE PLANCK ENERGY SCALE 3-15 Sep 1995: ERICE, ITALY
Contact: Prof. N. SANCHEZ, OBSERVATORIO DE PARIS DE TEMPS, 61 AVE. DE L'OBSERVATORIO, 75014 PARIS, FRANCE
(fax 33 1 40 2926 e-mail: challenge@mesob.obspm.circ.fr) 940306

NEW TRENDS IN MATERIALS CHEMISTRY 10-23 Sep 1995: IL CIOTTO, ITALY
Contact: Prof. C.A. CATO, THE COLLEGE, ROYAL INSTITUTE, LONDON, 21, ALSEMACRE STREET, LONDON W1X 4BS, UK
(fax 44 71 629 3306) 941105
Molecular explanations... and their clinical implications

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE

YES! I must subscribe to Molecular Medicine Today.

SUBSCRIPTION TYPES (Please tick as appropriate)

Individuals
☐ $65.00
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After Coexistence

Biological Diversity

The Coexistence of Species on Changing Landscapes

Michael A. Huston

After defining biological diversity and summarizing the type of diversity patterns found on earth, this text outlines a scientific framework for understanding the complex interconnections, using many case studies to illustrate the theories and models described.

36093-5 Hardback $100.00
36930-4 Paperback $34.95

Seaweed Ecology and Physiology

Christopher S. Lobban and Paul J. Harrison

A rewritten and reorganized edition of *The Physiological Ecology of Seaweeds* (1985), including a new introductory chapter reviewing seaweed morphology, cytology, and life histories and an expanded treatment of tropical seaweeds, reflecting the growing literature from tropical regions.

40334-0 Hardback $69.95

An Introduction to Genetic Engineering

Desmond S.T. Nicholl

Progressing from basic molecular biology through chapters dealing with the principles behind working with nucleic acids, this introduction strives to concisely describe the full range of genetic engineering technologies currently available.

Studies in Biology

43054-2 Hardback $39.95
43634-6 Paperback $16.95

Behaviour and Evolution

P.J.B. Slater and T.R. Halliday, Editors

Illustrates how the profound changes in our understanding of evolution have influenced behavioral research. Its chapters span both studies of how behavior itself has evolved, and also the adaptiveness that this evolution has spurred.

41858-5 Hardback $59.95
42923-4 Paperback $24.95
along the way to foraging ecology, sex ratio evolution, migration, and the evolutionary consequences of geographic variation. In fact, the only major questions in evolution it does not address are why sex exists (presumably because swallows are not parthenogenetic) and the evolution of sterile castes and eusociality (because swallows are not cooperative breeders).

Swallows are abundant and relatively easy to observe and have a sexually dimorphic trait that is amenable to experimental manipulation: the forked tail, which is on average 17 percent longer in males than females in the Danish population Møller studies. With an ingenious combination of field experiments and painstaking observation, Møller looks not only at the immediate consequences to males of having a longer tail, namely higher mating success, but also at the long-term outcome of female preference. More ornamented males are more likely to copulate with females in addition to their mates; they and their offspring live longer and have fewer parasites than shorter-tailed males; and their mates tend to invest more in the offspring than do the mates of shorter-tailed birds. Some of these attributes appear to be genetic, as demonstrated by elegant cross-fostering experiments, whereas others can be emulated through the use of birds with artificially extended tails. With all of these advantages, you might ask, why don’t all males have long tails and, for that matter, why isn’t the tail itself even longer? Møller anticipates these questions with a chapter discussing the constraints on ornament evolution. Long tails are costly to produce and maintain, and only high-quality males can display them. Females choosing a long-tailed male can therefore expect to have high-quality offspring, but the difficulty of flying with such an unwieldy extension probably places an upper limit to tail length in these aerial acrobats.

These findings are always carefully generalized to animals other than barn swallows, which is why this book is not simply a narrow study of a single species. Møller displays a remarkable opportunism in his research, losing no chance to turn the smallest piece of information into a test of a hypothesis. For example, over the course of five field seasons lasting from six weeks to four months, he found 69 roadkill juvenile swallows. Most researchers would have passed them by; after all, that’s less than one dead bird per week, not much of a sample size. Møller, however, took advantage of the birds’ deaths to determine their sex via dissection of the gonads, male and female juveniles not being morphologically distinct, and used the information to look for bias in the secondary sex ratio. This dedication to detail is combined with a thorough grounding in theory throughout the book.

The book is not without its drawbacks. The writing style is terse and dry, albeit clear. It is sometimes difficult to tell when assertions are supported by data and when they are merely suppositions. The literature citations on sexual selection in other birds are rather scanty, especially with regard to empirical studies; this adds to the impression of a book about sexual selection that happened to use barn swallows as examples, but could leave the reader with the erroneous conclusion that little else has been done. Of course, as one of the most prolific authors in evolution and ecology today (12 single-authored publications cited for 1991 alone), Møller has ample scope for using his own work.

Like many others who study sexual selection, Møller focuses almost exclusively on males; chapter titles include “Male mating advantages,” “Options for unmated males,” and “Paternal care and male ornamentation,” with no corresponding attention to females. This bias, though understandable because of the conspicuousness of the male ornament, nonetheless neglects the other key player in the sexual selection process. Some recent work in the field has attempted to redress this omission, and it is too bad more of the book is not directed toward that aim.

Perhaps some of the biologists using Dro sophila or Caenorhabditis elegans in their research might consider a shift toward the graceful and utilitarian subject of this book; Møller has demonstrated an ample payoff from his attentions.

Marlene Zuk
Department of Biology,
University of California,
Riverside, CA 92521, USA

Galaxies are of course the island universes within which reside most of the stars, much of the gas, and a little of the mass in the cosmos. Activity in Galaxies, like that in animals, is defined by the metabolic rate. When this is well above the average “resting” (aka. basal) level, a galaxy or animal is said to be active. For an animal of mass \( m \) kg, the mass-specific basal metabolic rate is about \( m^{-1/4} \) cal s\(^{-1}\) kg\(^{-1}\). . . . For galaxies, the mass-specific basal metabolic rate seems not to be mass strongly dependent, and is about 0.1 – 1 L. M.\(^{-1}\) (5 \( \times 10^{-6} \) – 5 \( \times 10^{-5} \) cal s\(^{-1}\) kg\(^{-1}\); 1 L., M.\(^{-1}\) is the average rate of energy release per unit mass of cosmic baryons which fuse 10% of their hydrogen in a Hubble time). Animal athletes, such as horses running the Kentucky Derby, can reach metabolic rates 20 times their basal rate. Galaxy athletes like quasars and extreme star bursts are even more impressive, reaching \( \geq 10^8 \) times their basal rates (\( \geq 10^6 \) times in selected regions).

—E. S. Phinney, in Mass-Transfer Induced Activity in Galaxies
(Isaac Shlosman, Ed.; Cambridge University Press)
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INTRODUCING THE Ames II ASSAY... DEVELOPED* TO REPLACE THE ORIGINAL.

NEW Ames II – MORE SENSITIVE, MORE SPECIFIC, MORE QUANTITATIVE THAN THE ORIGINAL Ames ASSAY

Ames II, a new version of the Ames Assay, has been developed to identify base-pair substitution mutations upon detection of mutagens. Ames II comes in a 96-well microtiter format for easy manipulation.

Six Salmonella typhimurium strains have been constructed, each of which carries a different missense mutation in the histidine operon that is designed for reversion via the base substitution unique to each strain.

Ames II lets you identify missense mutational spectra caused by mutagens without the need to sequence. Strains can be combined and used as a single mixture for rapid screening due to minimal complementation among the six strains. Low spontaneous reversion frequencies allow the detection of mutagens at lower concentrations without loss of sensitivity to a large range of doses. Simultaneous cell viability and reversion inductions are easily done.

For details, contact: Xenometrix, Inc.
2860 Wilderness Place • Boulder, CO 80301 USA • Fax: (303) 447-1758
Toll Free: 1-800-436-2869

The XenoMatrix™

The XenoMatrix™ integrates results from a variety of Xenometrix tests into a single database. It then produces a unique "fingerprint" for individual compounds, which graphically demonstrate different toxicological end points and provide internal confirmation from different tests that a compound is, or is not, problematic for a particular human cell or tissue.